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US ENERGY MAJOR EXXONMOBIL UPS ITS LNG ORDER HAUL TO 13 

AS IT FIRMS UP SEVEN NEWBUILDINGS 

MISC takes another duo as a Japanese name emerges to take on energy major’s pre-reserved berths ,US energy major 
ExxonMobil has confirmed charter deals with shipowners on another seven LNG carrier newbuildings, bringing its total order 
tally at South Korean shipbuilder Samsung Heavy Industries to 13 vessels.  
ExxonMobil lining up next tranche of LNG carrier newbuilding berths in South Korea 
On Friday, Malaysian shipowner MISC said it had secured 10-year time-charter contracts with ExxonMobil’s shipping arm, 
SeaRiver Maritime, for two 174,000-cbm, X-DF LNG carrier newbuildings. The vessels will be fitted with X-DF 2.1 engines 
with intelligent control by exhaust recycling and air-lubrication systems to cut greenhouse gas emissions. They are due for 
delivery in 2026 and will be managed by Eaglestar Shipmanagement Gas. MISC, which did not name the shipbuilder or the 
price for these latest newbuildings, said this brings its total number of contracts with SeaRiver to four LNG carriers. In 2019, 
MISC secured 15-year time-charter contracts from SeaRiver for two LNG carriers at SHI, priced at $202.5m each. These 
vessels are scheduled for delivery in the first quarter of 2023. At the start of 2022, ExxonMobil also selected South Korean 
shipowner H-Line Shipping to contract four of the newbuildings it had set aside at SHI. The quartet is due for 2025 delivery 
positions. In addition, TradeWinds understands that SeaRiver recently firmed up another five of its pre-reserved LNG berths 
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with owners at SHI. Japan’s Meiji Shipping has been named as one of the shipowners that are believed to have been 
assigned to at least two of the slots. 
ExxonMobil selects H-Line for LNG carrier newbuilding quartet 
When it originally signed up to the major’s newbuilding, H-Line was also previously tipped to take more LNG tonnage for 
SeaRiver. But the final details on which owners will contract these remaining five SeaRiver vessels has yet to be clarified. 
ExxonMobil, through SeaRiver, reserved 14 LNG carrier newbuilding berths at SHI in 2020, signing up MISC and H-Line to 
charter deals on six of them, theoretically leaving eight remaining. Options to exercise two of these eight slots were said to 
have lapsed, which should have left the US energy company with six remaining LNG berths. But those following the 
newbuilding business said the major had been working closely with long-standing partner QatarEnergy on its shipbuilding 
needs and had been able to borrow at least one of the berths reserved for the huge Qatari project at SHI. The major is 
believed to be lining up the LNG newbuildings to lift the volumes allocated from its shareholding in US project Golden Pass 
LNG. ExxonMobil holds a 30% stake in this 18-million-tonne-per-annum, three-train development, which is targeting a start-
up in 2024. 
‘Mission accomplished’ for MISC’s transformative leader Yee Yang Chien 
ExxonMobil’s Asia affiliate company has also signed up to buy 1 mtpa of LNG from NextDecade’s Rio Grande LNG export 
project in Brownsville, Texas. Start-up is scheduled for 2026. Speaking about MISC’s latest two newbuildings for SeaRiver 
on Friday, outgoing president and group chief executive Yee Yang Chien said: “ The range of eco-efficient technologies that 
will be implemented on these new LNG carriers reflect our continuous commitment towards promoting a greener and more 
sustainable shipping industry. “The LNG shipping industry has evolved in line with the priorities of the global energy 
transition.” Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 

 

SHIPOWNERS FINALISED FOR QATARENERGY’S LNG NEWBUILDINGS 

AT DSME 

Contracts inked on all 58 newbuilds at South Korea’s big three shipbuilders and China in phase one of huge vessel 
acquisition plan, QatarEnergy has finalised the last two shipowners for the first phase of what has been a 54-vessel LNG 
carrier newbuilding haul at South Korea’s top three shipbuilders. 
TMS Cardiff Gas linked to latest QatarEnergy-backed LNG orders at DSME 
Those working on the business said Japan’s Meiji Shipping has been assigned to four of the Middle East producer’s pre-
reserved berths at Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering and MISC Berhad of Malaysia has been assigned to two. On 
Tuesday, DSME said it had won orders worth KWR 1.85trn ($1.3bn) to build six LNG carriers, valuing the ships at around 
$216m each. The shipbuilder said two vessels are for an Asian shipping company, with the other four going to a European 
outfit, all for delivery by the second half of 2026. These latest six orders follow a TradeWinds report from September that 
Greek shipowner TMS Cardiff Gas had taken two of the berths for Qatar at the shipbuilder. Earlier, the South Korean 
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consortium often referred to as “K3”, which is led by H-Line Shipping and includes Pan Ocean and SK Shipping, was named 
as the shipowning group behind 11 of the QatarEnergy-chartered LNG newbuildings at DSME. This brings DSME’s total 
number of LNG carrier newbuildings for QatarEnergy to 19 vessels. It also concludes phase one of the Doha-headquartered 
producer’s huge LNG shipbuilding programme with the three South Korean yards, where it reserved up to 45 vessels at 
each facility. Aside from DSME’s 19 ships, Samsung Heavy Industries has seen the 18 LNG berths firmed up split between 
shipowners JP Morgan and K3.  At Hyundai Heavy Industries, Knutsen OAS Shipping was assigned to the lion’s share, with 
a consortium of MISC, NYK Line, K Line and China LNG Shipping (Holdings) taking the balance of orders to 17 newbuildings 
at the yard. This gives QatarEnergy a total of 54 LNG carrier newbuildings at South Korea’s big three shipbuilders. In 
addition, the company has signed long-term charters with Japanese owner Mitsui OSK Lines for four LNG newbuildings from 
the 16 slots it reserved at Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding (Group) in China, bringing the tally to 58. A further seven LNG 
newbuildings are due to be inked with a consortium of shipowners at the Chinese yard this month for the Qatari business. 
QatarEnergy poised to ink seven LNG carriers at Hudong-Zhonghua 
This will give QatarEnergy a total of 65 LNG carriers, all of which it has firmed up this year. This has soaked up slots at the 
major LNG shipbuilding yards, leaving other independent shipowners and project developers scratching around for berth 
space at a time when charter rates for LNG carriers have soared to record highs and the market is forecast to remain tight 
for tonnage for the next few years. The Qatari giant is due to kick off a phase 2 round of ordering and chartering in 2023. 
Qatar’s minister of state for energy affairs, Saad Sherida al-Kaabi, who is also president and chief executive of QatarEnergy, 
has said the number of vessels may grow to 100. QatarEnergy embarked on the mammoth newbuilding plan to secure 
vessels for its huge North Field Expansion development and for its fleet-renewal requirements. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 
 
STARS ALIGN FOR FLOATING LNG BUT PROJECTS FACE TOUGH 

CHALLENGES 

Developers do battle for shipyard time as they raceto get their projects overthe line to cash in on heightened gas 
demandand record prices. Floating LNG production projects are seeing a surge in interest on the back of elevated gas prices 
and energy-hungry markets. There are now seven commissioned FLNG units globally and contractors have outlined a further 
nine projects that are under development and are now pushing to move ahead at pace. 
Eni moves to start FLNG exports as deadline looms for second unit 
Engineering procurement and construction contractors with a focus on FLNG told TradeWinds that this sector is currently 
“extremely busy”. Offers have just gone in from shortlisted yards and their topsides partners for a third FLNG unit for 
Petronas’ ZFLNG unit, which will have a minimum production capacity of two million tonnes per annum. Both Italian energy 
company Eni and US major ExxonMobil are eyeing up FLNG units and vying for yard slots on newbuildings for projects off 
Mozambique. This is just as Eni moves to bring its first LNG floater — the 3.4-mtpa Coral-Sul FLNG (built 2021) — 
onstream off the east African nation with a first export cargo due this month. Newly FLNG-focused Golar LNG said on its 
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August results call that it was ready to move ahead with a speculative LNG carrier-to-FLNG unit conversion in advance of 
signing a firm contract, indicating that the company had a clear idea of which project this would go to. The company — 
which one market player described as “the king of conversions” since its 2.2-mtpa FLNG unit Hilli Episeyo off Cameroon has 
proved the top global producer with over 5.5 million tonnes of LNG — said it plans to order long-lead items for its 3.5-mtpa 
capacity Mark II conversion this year to safeguard a 2025 delivery position for a unit. 
New Fortress Energy plans to start up first FLNG unit by mid-2023 
In the US, New Fortress Energy is also targeting conversions as a quick start-up for FLNG units but is using offshore rather 
than LNG assets linked together by bridging. The company has said it plans to bring its first “Fast LNG” unit onstream by 
mid-2023. “Hats off to them if they can pull it off,” one contractor said in reference to New Fortress’ pioneering moves on 
FLNG. “It’s not easy. There will be challenges.” Engineering procurement and construction hands said projects like Cedar 
LNG in Canada and Delphin Midstream’s multiple unit plan for the US Gulf are finally making progress on the financing and 
lining up LNG offtakers. “If they can’t make the financing work at this time, then they will never do it,” one said, speaking 
about the burst of activity from developers. “Everybody knows that this is the window. And if they can’t do it for their project, 
then their dreams are all gone.” Contractors said midscale FLNG units of around 3.5 mtpa are currently the “workhorse” for 
the sector, with the bulk of projects for near-shore locations. 
Golar LNG hedges forward FLNG production as European gas prices soar 
They said developers are looking at a range of sizes from around 2 mtpa up to 5.5 mtpa on either a newbuilding or a 
converted vessel but on a modular, multiple train concept, as pioneered by Venture Global LNG for its onshore liquefaction 
facilities. This enables projects to grow progressively and match their development with LNG sales and purchase 
agreements. But FLNG units are often complex facilities to put into operation, both technically, commercially — and 
sometimes politically. Witness Shell’s 3.6-mtpa Prelude LNG facility, which has just restarted after a string of serious 
technical issues and ensuing industrial action forced the energy major to shutdown the unit as the walkout was impacting the 
mooring of LNG carriers alongside the floater, disrupting exports. Newbuildings and conversions require large dry-dock space 
and can tie up this capacity for a lengthy period. This comes at a time when yards are fighting off LNG shipowners and 
project developers who are seeking slots for conventional vessels, while those looking to order FLNG units have been seen 
competing for the same berth space.  
‘Scramble’ for gas prompts Golar LNG to ready speculative LNG carrier-to-FLNG build 
Pricing can still prove tricky and while developers may argue that all the technologies being put together for LNG floaters are 
already proven, experience with units to date has shown that when assembled together operational problems have arisen 
and costs escalated. On a recent webinar, Poten & Partners referenced Delfin Midstream as in discussions with Samsung 
Heavy Industries for an FLNG newbuilding and said the company has indicated that the capital expenditure per tonne of LNG 
from its project would be costed at around $600. Golar, which has said it is focused on Africa for FLNG due to cheaper 
feedgas and more optimal geographic positioning for cargo deliveries, has quoted a similar figure of $500 to $600 per tonne 
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for its conversion option, which the company would argue may have a quicker-to-market delivery time. The company 
presented figures showing prices on existing and upcoming FLNG units, ranging upwards from this to almost $2,500 per 
tonne. The development crush is generating some competition. Source: www.tradewindsnews.com 
 
DAEWOO SHIPBUILDING ENDS LNG CARRIER NEWBUILDINGS 

CONTRACT 

The company that ordered the two 174,000-cbm LNG carrier newbuildings failed to issue corporate guarantees for the ships. 
South Korea’s Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) said it has terminated an LNG carrier newbuilding 
contract for two 174,000-cbm vessels. The shipbuilding company did not disclose the buyer’s identity but said the 
newbuilding contract was inked on 23 July this year. In a regulatory filing, DSME said the LNG carrier deal was axed as the 
other party did not carry out the legal obligations of the contract. The Okpo-based shipyard did not specify which part of the 
contract that was not fulfilled. But shipbuilding sources said the buyer has failed to issue corporate guarantees for the 
newbuildings. Shipbuilding sources have linked Norway’s ADS Maritime Holding to the cancelled deal. TradeWinds contacted 
Terje Bodin Larsen chief executive of ADS for comment and he simply replied “not correct” without giving any further 
explanation. News of ADS Maritime ordering LNG carriers at DSME was reported in TradeWinds on 25 July. Those following 
the LNG carrier newbuilding sector said the pair of ships the company ordered was connected to a project being developed 
by Avaio Capital-controlled Mexican Pacific. This is the second LNG carrier newbuilding contract that DSME has terminated 
this year. In July, it cancelled two of three LNG carrier newbuildings that were ordered by Russian shipowner Sovcomflot 
(SCF Group) worth around KRW700bn. Geopolitical tensions and conflict between Russia and Ukraine were cited as reasons 
for the contract termination. Shipbuilding sources said DSME is marketing the two cancelled LNG carriers’ berths. “It (DSME) 
will not have a problem selling the newbuildings berths as demand for LNG carriers is very strong,” said a broker. “We think 
it can sell the berths for the same price, if not more.” On Tuesday, DSME disclosed that it has achieved its order target of 
$8.9bn for this year. The shipyard said it has contracted 34 LNG carriers, six container ships and one offshore plant for 
2022. DSME which has been under the control of state-owned Korea Development Bank (KDB) for over two decades, may 
have a new major shareholder by the middle of next year. South Korean conglomerate Hanwha Group has agreed with KDB 
to take a controlling 49.3% stake in the shipyard by purchasing some $1.39bn in shipyard stocks. When the transaction is 
complete, KDB’s 55.7% stake in DSME would be slashed to 28.2%. Hanwha will inject then inject KRW 2trn ($1.4bn) into the 
shipyard, which is set to reduce the shipbuilder’s equity gearing from some 700% to about 200%. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 
 

METEORIC LNG CARRIER RATE RISE POWERS ON UPWARDS TO HIT 

NEW RECORD HIGHS 

Trader pays $200,000 per day to take a 20-year-old steam turbine vessel on spot charter. Charter rates for LNG carriers 
have shot up to new record highs with the market fever for vessels showing no signs of slowing. All vessels are attracting 
six-figures rates with charterers showing interest in even the older, less efficient steam turbine vessels as they seek tonnage 
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for winter coverage. Brokers reported that Glencore is paying $200,000 per day to fix Sinokor Merchant Marine’s 138,200-
cbm steam turbine LNG carrier Merchant (built 2002, ex British Merchant) for a 40-day period. One said owners are eyeing 
up other steamships. But pointed out that while these older vessels may be better value for some trades they are usually 
smaller than the normal LNG cargo parcel sizes out of the US Gulf LNG terminals. At the other end of the ship spectrum 
this week Japanese trader JERA was seen fixing the modern two-stroke, 174,000-cbm LNG carrier Yannis (built 2021) at 
$400,000 per day on a round trip basis. Brokers said relets are emerging but are being held close by those offering them 
out who ultimately want to ensure they maintain their own tonnage coverage for the winter. On Friday Spark Commodities 
chief executive Tim Mendelssohn said the Spark30 Atlantic LNG freight spot rate assessment for a tri-fuel diesel-electric 
vessel gained $42,500 per day or 13%, this week to a new record high of $360,750 per day, Mendelssohn said this 
surpasses the previous record set in January 2021. “The LNG freight market is tightening seasonally early this year as firms 
move to secure vessels ahead of the winter,” he said, adding that at this time last year Atlantic freight rates were still under 
$100,000 per day. Also today, the Baltic Exchange pushed up its BLNG2g Atlantic rate estimate by $62,172 per day to 
$402,144 per day and its BLNG3g US Gulf-Japan route by $81,698 per day to $397,643 per day. Brokers said rates are 
“just going up and up”. “The numbers are just getting stupid,” one commented. The lack of available tonnage has been 
heightened by a rush to secure vessels as European buyers seek to secure alternative LNG cargoes to replace Russian 
pipeline gas supplies. The damage to the Nord Stream pipelines and the perception that Asian buyers may soon start 
competing for winter cargoes has only added more pressure to already nervous markets. But the shipping situation is being 
exacerbated as vessels are being used to float cargoes. This is partly due to the crush on capacity at terminals which are 
working at maximum, and in some cases, even above nameplate capacity in Europe, but also as traders and portfolio 
players float shipments in cash in on expected higher prices. While European gas storage levels are now high there are 
concerns that a tough winter could rapidly drain supplies and in the current situation restocking may prove challenging and 
expensive, prolonging an already exceptionally tight tonnage situation on LNG carriers. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 

 

JAPAN'S MOL INKS LNGC CHARTER DEAL WITH NEW SAKHALIN 2 

OPERATOR 

Japanese shipping company Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL) has signed a charter contract with Sakhalin Energy, the new 
operator of the Sakhalin 2 project in Russia, for the LNG carrier Grand Mereya through a 60%-owned subsidiary company, it 
said on October 5. The vessel has been transporting LNG from the project under a long-term charter contract with Sakhalin 
Energy Investment Company, the former operator of the project, but the contract has now been newly made with Sakhalin 
Energy and the vessel will continue the same transport services. MOL said it complies with the sanctions imposed by the 
international community and responds appropriately while continuing to consult with various parties, including the Japanese 
government and project partners. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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PAVILION, JAPAN’S MOL NAME NEWBUILD LNG BUNKER VESSEL 

Pavilion Energy and Japan’s Mitsui O.S.K Lines (MOL) held a ship naming ceremony for the Brassavola LNG bunker vessel 
at Sembcorp Marine’s flagship Tuas Boulevard Yard in Singapore, the companies said in a joint statement issued on October 
5. Brassavola measure 116.5 m in length and 22 m in width with a capacity of 12,000 m3. The ship is also the first 
newbuild LNG bunker vessel for Pavilion and Sembcorp’s first LNG bunker vessel construction project. When launched into 
operation, it will be the largest LNG bunker vessel in service in the Port of Singapore, the companies said. The vessel is 
owned by Indah Singa Maritime, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of MOL, and will be chartered by Pavilion LNG Bunker 
I, a unit of Pavilion. Brassavola will be employed by Pavilion to supply LNG bunker in the Port of Singapore. The vessel is 
scheduled to be operational in the first quarter of 2023. Under a long-term agreement with Pavilion, TotalEnergies Marine 
Fuels will also be employing Brassavola to supply LNG bunker to its customers. TotalEnergies Marine Fuels is TotalEnergies’ 
dedicated business unit in charge of its worldwide bunkering activities. Pavilion Energy and TotalEnergies Marine Fuels are 
among three licensed suppliers of LNG bunker fuels in the Port of Singapore. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

 
EXCELERATE INKS AGREEMENT WITH HYUNDAI HEAVY FOR NEWBUILD 

FSRU 

Excelerate Energy has signed a binding shipbuilding contract with Korea’s Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) for a new floating 
regasification and storage unit (FSRU) to be delivered in June 2026, it said on October 4. The FSRU will have a storage 
capacity of 170,000 m3 and a maximum regasification capacity of 1bn ft3/day. It will be equipped with HHI’s proprietary 
LNG regasification system, dual fuel engines, a selective catalytic reduction system, and boil-off gas management. With this 
newbuild order, Excelerate will have 11 FSRUs in operation or under construction. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

PAKISTAN GET NO BIDS IN LATEST LNG TENDER 

State-owned Pakistan LNG (PLL) on October 3 said it got no bids in its latest tender seeking a total of 72 LNG shipments. 
The tender was originally floated in August in two parts. In the first part, bids were invited for one year — from December 
2022 to December 2023 under which one cargo would be delivered every month. Under the second part, Pakistan wanted 
60 LNG cargoes for five years starting from January 2024 to December 2028 — one cargo every month. The company 
later extended the bid submission date from September 14 to October 3 and made changes to the delivery period. PLL is 
now seeking 24 LNG cargoes from January 2023 to December 2024 and 48 LNG cargoes from January 2025 to December 
2028. According to a document posted on the company’s website, PLL has got no bids for both delivery periods. Pakistan 
gets most of its LNG from Qatar under long-term contracts and from the spot markets. In recent months, PLL tenders have 
been unable to attract much interest. The lack of adequate gas supplies has created a power crisis in the country. source : 

www.naturalgasworld.com 
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DNV, PAVILION BRING DIGITAL LNG BUNKERING TO SINGAPORE 

Pavilion Energy and DNV have jointly developed an LNG bunker digital solution for employment in the Port of Singapore, 
DNV said on October 3. As a fully digitalised end-to-end bunkering solution, FuelBoss will improve process integrity, data 
transparency, and operational efficiency for customers, DNV said. This includes digital checklists and electronic bunker 
delivery notes developments. FuelBoss was launched in early 2021 and over 400 bunkering operations have now been 
completed through the solution, primarily in Europe. This joint project comes on the back of a cooperation agreement that 
Pavilion Energy and DNV signed in 2021 to digitalise LNG bunkering in Singapore. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

BAKER HUGHES SIGNS SERVICE CONTRACT WITH CORAL FLNG  

Baker Hughes has signed a new service contract for the maintenance and monitoring of turbomachinery equipment 
operations at Coral Sul FLNG off the coast of Mozambique on the Eni-led Coral South project, it said on September 30. As 
part of the scope, Baker Hughes will also provide remote monitoring and diagnostics services, as well as a suite of other 
digital services. The service contract is agreed to for eight years, and services are to commence at the end of 2022. This 
new service agreement builds on an existing Coral Sul FLNG’s contract awarded to Baker Hughes in 2017 for the project’s 
power and gas refrigeration process. Coral Sul FLNG is the first deep-water floating LNG facility operating on the Eni-led 
Coral South project on behalf of Area 4 partners – ExxonMobil, CNPC, GALP, Kogas and ENH. The Coral South project 
achieved a final investment decision in 2017; FLNG fabrication and construction activities started in September 2018 and 
were completed in 38 months as planned, with an FLNG sail away, from South Korea to Mozambique, in November 2021. 
The Coral Sul FLNG has a gas liquefaction capacity of 3.4mn metric tons/year and will put in production 450bn m3 of gas 
from the Coral reservoir, located in the offshore Rovuma basin. Coral-Sul FLNG is the first floating LNG facility ever 
deployed in the deep waters of the African continent. It is expected to begin operations later in 2022, becoming the first 
LNG project in Mozambique to come online for exports. The first gas from Coral South was sent to the FLNG in June this 
year. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

EIG BUYS TOKYO GAS' INTEREST IN FOUR AUSSIE LNG PROJECTS 

FOR $2.15BN 

MidOcean Energy, an LNG company formed by US-based investor EIG, has entered into an agreement to acquire Tokyo 
Gas’ interests in a portfolio of four Australian integrated LNG projects for $2.15bn, EIG said on October 7. Under the terms 
of the agreement, MidOcean will acquire Tokyo Gas’ interests in Gorgon LNG, Ichthys LNG, Pluto LNG and Queensland 
Curtis LNG. These integrated projects span Australia’s western and eastern coasts and supply LNG to Asia and to Australia’s 
domestic gas markets. The deal does not include the Darwin LNG, in which Tokyo Gas owns a stake. “We believe this 
transaction provides MidOcean with a foundational portfolio of cost-advantaged integrated LNG assets in a low-risk 
jurisdiction, ideally positioned to supply key customers in Japan, Asia and across the globe for decades to come,” EIG CEO 
R. Blair Thomas said. The transaction is expected to close in the first half of 2023. The portfolio is expected to generate 
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approximately 1mn mt/year of LNG net to MidOcean. In June this year, EIG named Shell’s De la Rey Venter as CEO of 
MidOcean. Tokyo Gas in a separate statement said that the transaction is in-line with its vision, where Tokyo Gas continues 
to demonstrate leadership in the transition to net-zero emissions. "Under the Compass Action plan, which is a concrete path 
for realising the Group's management vision, Compass 2030, our company will review its asset portfolio in order to allocate 
resources to growth areas. This transfer is based on this strategy," the Japanese company said.  The deal will not have any 
impact on its LNG procurement, Tokyo Gas said. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

JBIC PROVIDES $900MN LOAN TO JERA FOR LNG PURCHASES  

The Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) has agreed to provide a 130bn yen ($900mn) loan to Jera for LNG 
purchases, it said on October 6. The loan will be co-financed with private financial institutions. “This loan will provide the 
necessary funds for Jera to import LNG,” JBIC said. “Resource prices continue to rise, and a stable supply of electricity is 
recognised as an urgent issue for the lives of Japanese citizens and economic activities. It's becoming more and more 
important.” JBIC said it will continue to actively support efforts by Japanese companies to secure a stable supply of important 
resources. Japan is one of the biggest LNG importers in the world. The country's LNG imports in August were 6.27mn 
metric tons, down 0.4% year/year, according to the latest government data. The imports were up 1.8% month/month, 
however. Japan’s shipments in August cost 874bn yen.  source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

GERMANY’S ENBW EXPANDS LNG OFFTAKE WITH VENTURE GLOBAL 
US LNG developer Venture Global LNG said October 6 it had agreed an expansion of an existing 20-year sales and 
purchase agreement (SPA) with German energy company EnBW, adding 500,000 mt/yr of offtake to a deal signed in June 
for an initial 1.5mn mt/yr. The LNG under the expanded SPA will come from Venture Global’s Plaquemines and CP2 LNG 
projects. Venture Global took a final investment decision on the 20mn mt/yr Plaquemines terminal in May, while CP2 LNG, 
a 20mn mt/yr facility adjacent to Venture Global’s existing Calcasieu Pass terminal in Louisiana, is awaiting the release next 
July of a final environmental impact statement from the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. “To become less 
dependent on Russian natural gas and to strengthen diversification and security of supply, EnBW is supporting the German 
government by increasing further access to LNG supplies,” said Georg Stamatelopoulos, COO generation & trading at 
EnBW. “For this reason, we have stepped up our procurement volumes from Venture Global.”  source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
CONSTRUCTION ON LUBMIN FSRU TERMINAL BEGINS 

Lubmin-based terminal developer Deutsche ReGas said construction will start on the first privately financed FSRU liquid gas 
terminal Deutsche Ostsee. Construction activities will upgrade the port for large ships and create a secure berth on the east 
quay of the Lubmin industrial port. In particular, stronger bollards and dolphins will be installed and a sheet piling box 
erected. Lubmin is the exit point of the Nord Stream pipelines which flow from Russia. Flows from Nord Stream 1 have 
halted indefinitely as the war in Ukraine continues to escalate. The FSRU will help Germany keep the gas flowing and is 
expected to be operational by December 2022. French oil major TotalEnergies owns Deutsche Ostsee and the FSRU is 
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capable of feeding up to 4.5Bn m3 a year into the German long-distance gas network, although this is only a small portion 
of the 90.5Bn m3 of annual German consumption. Deutsche ReGas chairman of the supervisory board Stephan Knabe said, 
“This is an important milestone for our project, which our international team of experienced LNG professionals has been 
working on for months.” Maintenance dredging is being carried out to ensure the port’s approved depth. On the land side, 
part of the road will be relocated, a safety zone will be set up and an overpass for the connecting line and a gangway will 
be built. Since the construction work is being carried out on the site of the Lubmin industrial port, Deutsche ReGas said the 
port has notified authorities and submitted the necessary applications. Separately, Germany has secured four FSRUs: two 
from Höegh LNG and two from Dynagas, which are federally funded. One of the Höegh FSRUs will be stationed in the 
Schleswig-Holstein region and is expected to come online early 2023. Last week, German Chancellor Olaf Sholz visited the 
Gulf to secure LNG supplies, but has so far secured a solitary LNG cargo from ADNOC which will supply Germany utility 
RWE with 137,000 m3 of LNG later this year, and which will be the first delivery to the Brunsbüttel terminal. source : 

www.rivieramm.com 
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